
 

 

 
Validation Report 

School Name:  Kinlochleven Primary School Name of Validator:  Louise Jones 

School Address: Kinlochleven Primary School and Nursery       
Kinlochleven PH50 4QH 

Date of Validation:   9th February 2017 

Principal: Heather Thomson Digital Technology Co-ordinator:       Heather Thomson 

School Reference No:  Time of arrival:    11.a.m     Time of departure:  1.30 p.m. 
 
 
Guidelines for marking: 
All statements are assessed using the three levels, “Addressed”, “Partially Addressed” or “Not Addressed”. Essential criteria, indicated with                  
a ‘*’, can achieve a score of 10 marks, 5 marks or 0 marks respectively while non-essential criteria can receive a score of 5 marks, 2.5 marks                           
or 0 marks. The max and min mark acceptable for each section is provided at the bottom of that section. Validators may add up to 10                          
discretionary marks in each section where the school shows unique or outstanding innovation in that section.  
 
 

Leadership and Vision 

In relation to policy and planning: A P
A 

N
A 

The distinctive contribution of digital technology is integrated into the whole school vision and the School Development Plan. * 10 5 0 

The digital technology policy is approved by the local authority and is informed by wider research and regional/national policy.  5 2.
5 0 



The digital technology leader/coordinator has a proactive, operational and evaluative role in supporting learners’ digital capability and 
teachers’ pedagogical deployment of digital technology. 5 2.

5 0 

The school frequently and collaboratively reviews its digital technology policy by evaluating the potential of emerging technologies and 
best practice scenarios. 5 2.

5 0 

The policy supports digital technology CLPL /CPD in a range of formal and informal contexts including whole-school teaching, 
peer-to-peer learning, the use of external organisations/personnel and formal training. 5 2.

5 0 

In relation to learning and teaching, the school policy: 

Outlines the rationale for the use of digital technology and recognises the distinctive contribution of digital technology in learning and 
teaching. * 10 5 0 

Includes both external and school-generated curriculum links. 5 2.
5 0 

In relation to learners with additional support needs: 

The digital technology policy supports the inclusion of learners with additional support needs and provides guidance on the use of 
assistive and other technologies for their support. 5 2.

5 0 

In relation to access to digital technology, internet use, internet safety, and cyber resilience the school policy: 

Plans for progression in teachers’, parents’/carers’ and learners’ understanding of the importance of e-safety and how they can 
remain safe online. 5 2.

5 0 

Provides guidance on the management of digital technology so that learners have regular access to digital technology in a safe 
environment. 5 2.

5 0 

Outlines how the internet is best used as a resource for learning, and teaching. 5 2.
5 0 

Includes an Acceptable Use Policy that is implemented throughout the school. * 10 5 0 

Discretionary Mark (Max 10)      Total Mark: (Discretionary Mark + Score) = 82.5     10+ 72.5 Min score  57-  Max score 75 

Comments on Leadership and Vision 
 



Kinlochleven Primary School’s Head Teacher Heather Thomson has been instrumental in developing the school’s digital culture and has engaged 
with the school community to ensure this has been successful. The school has clear policies available on their website, combining Digital Learning 
and E-Safety and how technology is used to communicate with Parents and Carers. 
 
https://kinlochlevenprimary.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/e-safety-and-digital-learning.pdf  
https://kinlochlevenprimary.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/communication-with-parents-and-carers-draft.pdf  
 
It would be good to demonstrate how the review / evaluation of the policies is undertaken to keep them current and ensure they highlight / reflect 
the fantastic work going on. This would support gathering evidence to support evidence of impact. 
 
 
 
 

Use of Digital Technology to Deliver the Curriculum 
In relation to learning and teaching: 
Digital technology is a central consideration in all curriculum and assessment delivery across all year groups and all curricular areas. * 10 5 0 

Digital technology is used to enhance and extend learning experiences and to foster independent learning within and beyond the 
school. * 10 5 0 

Digital technology has a demonstrable impact on learning. Learners and teachers can articulate how learning has been enhanced. * 10 5 0 

Digital technology is used to help learners create content as well as organise content provided by teachers. 5 2.
5 0 

Teachers integrate digital technology   into their daily teaching and learning and provide learning experiences that support 
cross-curricular skills and the development of positive attitudes and dispositions.* 10 5 0 

Assistive Technologies and appropriate software are deployed across all age groups in ways that provide additional and/or 
differentiated learning for students with additional support needs. * 10 5 0 

Progressively, learners are provided with opportunities to learn independently.* 10 5 0 

Discretionary Mark   (Max 10)  Total Mark: (Discretionary Mark + Score) =  10+65 = 75  Min score 50   Max score  65 
Comments on Use of Digital Technology to Deliver the Curriculum.  

https://kinlochlevenprimary.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/e-safety-and-digital-learning.pdf
https://kinlochlevenprimary.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/communication-with-parents-and-carers-draft.pdf


 
It was evident throughout the visit that technology is used to enhance and maximise the impact of learning and teaching. Pupils was very eager to 
demonstrate the use of collaborative tools and how they support contexts for learning e.g their location, mindfulness and kindness. Using skype for 
interviews with Roland the Geologist from Holland was an example the pupils in P5/6/7 were very enthusiastic about. The lunchtime Coding Club 
was a great example of the Digital Leaders having roles that (they applied for) where they could genuinely lead on the use of technology in the 
school. 
 
The school is using technology to deliver the curriculum from the outset in the Nursery, the use of Your Learning Journey as a tool to evidence 
achievement of CfE Experiences and Outcomes was exemplary.  
 
 
 
 

School Culture 
In relation to the digital technology culture of the school: 
There is evidence of a strong digital technology presence throughout the school. * 10 5 0 

Teachers and learners demonstrate the motivational capacity of digital technology. * 10 5 0 

The school has a website that is updated regularly and features learning and achievements. * 10 5 0 

The school exploits the use of digital technology as a means of communication between learners, parents/carers, staff and the wider 
community. 5 2.

5 0 

Teachers use digital technology in their own planning and administration. 5 2.
5 0 

The school recognises and celebrates learners’ use of digital technology for their own learning. 5 2.
5 0 

The school uses a range of digital technology formats to collaborate with other schools or organisations in local, national or 
international project work. * 10 5 0 

Discretionary Mark  (Max 10) Total Mark: (Discretionary Mark + Score) 62.5 10 + 52.5 Min score   41  Max score  55 
Comments on School Culture.  



The school has created a very positive digital culture emanating from the Head Teacher’s leadership and collaborative vision. The layout of the 
school has been creatively re-designed so that the access to technology is in a open plan space, the use of the devices in learning spaces 
supports the digital culture. Technology is used throughout the school and not just for learning and teaching, this has helped teachers, parents and 
pupils become comfortable and moreso confident that technology is used safely, appropriately and importantly to benefit the school community. 
The school has started to use Team Drives and this could support teachers in their planning. 
 
 
 
 

Professional Development 
In relation to professional development: 
The digital technology policy facilitates professional development in, about and through digital technology. * 10 5 0 

The majority of staff have engaged in school-based and other relevant professional development programmes that are focused on 
enhancing learning and teaching through the use of digital technology. 5 2.

5 0 

Teachers are encouraged to be innovative and self-directed learners by exploring new ideas in digitally enhanced learning and 
teaching. 5 2.

5 0 

The school utilises the expertise in digital technology acquired among staff and collaborates with other schools and organisations to 
inform practice. 5 2.

5 0 

There is an ethos of self and collaborative review, supported by systematic review processes that focus on improvement in teacher 
competence in digital technology. 5 2.

5 0 

The majority of teachers are confident in the safe, secure and appropriate integration of digital technology in their daily teaching. 5 2.
5 0 

The school keeps abreast of developments in technological and professional practice in relation to digital technology and staff are 
aware of their professional development needs in relation to digital technology. * 10 5 0 

Discretionary Mark (Max 10) Total Mark: (Discretionary Mark + Score) = 45     5  + 40  Min score 34   Max score  45 
Comments on Professional Development: 
 
The Head Teacher Heather has undertaken courses and this has led to in house opportunities for development, ideas are planned for in house 



workshops and these are due to develop. The Highland Council are supporting the school with upcoming initiatives as they roll out new 
devices.The Highland Council are also seeking to support online accreditation courses and in the future will offer codes for free exams. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources and Infrastructure 
Hardware: 
There is widespread access to computers, laptops and/or tablet devices, where appropriate. * 10 5 0 

The school deploys digital technology resources in the most appropriate manner to maximise opportunities for effective learning. 5 2.
5 0 

Online environments, including Glow are used to support a wide range of learning activities within and beyond the school. 5 2.
5 0 

Infrastructure: 
The local authority network is used effectively to create, record, store and share resources and learners’ work. Learners and staff can 
create and comment on e-portfolios. * 10 5 0 

The school has sufficient internet access throughout. * 10 5 0 

Software: 
The school’s content-rich and content-free software covers a wide range of curricular areas and learning needs. * 10 5 0 

Teachers frequently use age and ability-appropriate software applications to support differentiated and targeted learning. 5 2.
5 0 

The school is fully compliant with all software licensing requirements. * 10 5 0 

Discretionary Mark  (Max 10) Total Mark: (Discretionary Mark + Score) = 65   (5 +  60) Min score  50   Max score  65 
Comments on Resources and Infrastructure 



 
Bandwidth is clearly an issue and needs to be addressed to ensure the school can continue developing their digital culture, the pupils identified this 
as a key issue in their coding club. Some websites such as codeable.org took a very long time to load leading to frustration. 
 
The school has a culture of trying new ideas and staff have access to a range of apps online (and some offline) through Glow and the Chrome 
Browser. All licensing requirements are fully compliant.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Noteworthy examples of digital technology integration in the school: 
 
The use of technology to communicate with Parents and Carers was outstanding the school has a clear policy for communicating with                     
Parents and Carers setting out what is appropriate to use for each type of each information. In the Nursery and Primary, the use of                        
Class Dojo and My Learning Journey to provide snapshots of the learning during the day, plus the ability to comment and receive                      
notifications is something welcomed by the pupils, staff and parents and carers. It was evident that this type of approach enabled                     
parents and carers to feel connected to their child’s learning, plus support digital learning at home. The involvement of parents and                     
carers in their developing digital culture brings benefits and health impacts to the whole close knit community in Kinlochleven. 
 
NB: For the DSA Team - Class Dojo Learners used a class code which they scanned using their devices (in this case Chromebooks)                       
the code enabled them direct access to their class, learners could take photos of their learning and instantly upload these with                     
captions for their parents to see. This was moderated by the teacher first. Parents could then also leave comments in reply and                      
receive notifications of praise points.  
 
The Digital Leaders and Teachers used Google Apps G Suite for Education tools such as Collaborative Docs, Sheets, Team Drive                    
(new!) to share and collaborate. 
 
Coding at the school is almost becoming a second language! The school were using code.org Kodables and Kahn Academy. One                    



pupil in P6 was using Javascript which in the Scottish Qualifications system would be classed as a competency in National 4/5. The                      
coding certificates were valued by the pupils and were very proud of their skills and achievements.  
 
 
General comments: 
 
Thank you to all at Kinlochleven Primary School for such a welcoming visit. Stephen and I were very impressed with the approaches that the 
school collectively have taken to develop their digital culture.  
 
Some recommendations: 
 
The Coding Club would benefit from progressing their coding skills with some educational resources that show movement, robots and codeable 
making activities. It would also be good to explore and collaborate with Kinlochleven High School for transition activities.  
 
The Highland Council ICT Team and care and Learning Team to support the school with the challenges around bandwidth.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Signed:   External Validator  

 
 
 



   

Logan (P1) with Emily (P6) Logan is 
showing Emily is coding skills with 
Kodables. 

Logan showing ICT in Learning 
Development Manager for The Highland 
Council his coding on the touchscreen 
device. 

Emily showing collaborative slides being 
used to present ideas regarding their 
‘Kindness’ project. 

   



KPS Citizenship Certificate for Coding. Class Dojo in P5/6/7 and images captured 
and shared with Parents and Carers with 
real time feedback. 

Digital Leaders led ‘Classroom’ for pupils 
to work on assignments. 

 

  

Digital signage using collaborative slides 
that are displayed to Nursery Parents and 
Carers 

Using a device to scan their class dojo 
code. 

Class Dojo points for fun activities. 

 
Images above used with full consent of Head Teacher - Heather Thomson (Approved Images 9th February 2017)  



Growing the Community 
 
Become a mentor digital school 
 
A key objective of the Digital Schools Awards Scotland is to help best-practice sharing across schools.  To facilitate this aim, we are inviting 
schools that successfully complete the programme and achieve digital school status to become a Mentor Digital School .  Being a mentor school 
will involve; 

- Being listed as a Mentor Digital School  on the Digital Schools website 
- Being recommended by the Digital Schools Awards programme 
- Agreement to be contacted by other schools seeking advice  

 
You may request to be removed as a Mentor Digital School  at any time by emailing info@digitalschoolsawards.co.uk.  
 
Would you like to be a Mentor Digital School? 
 
Circle: Yes  
 
School Contact:  Heather Thomson  
 
Share digital media links 
 
Share any digital media links that you would like us to follow (e.g. school website, Twitter, Facebook, Vimeo, YouTube, etc.) 
 

School Name: Kinlochleven Primary School 
 

1. https://kinlochlevenprimaryandnursery.org/ 2. https://www.facebook.com/kinlochlevenprimary/?fref=ts 

3. https://www.facebook.com/buddha019/videos/101547803312
06638/  

4.  

 

mailto:info@digitalschoolsawards.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/buddha019/videos/10154780331206638/
https://www.facebook.com/buddha019/videos/10154780331206638/

